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###### Generative models.
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                   Spiking models                       Calcium channel        \[Ca^2+^\] kinetics        Ca^2+^ -fluorescence mapping             Generative model's name
  -------- ------- ------------------------------- ---- ----------------- ---- --------------------- ---- ------------------------------ --------- -------------------------
  Eqn. 1   **{**   **QGIF** (Eqs. 3--6)            \+   Eqs. 9--10        \+   Eqn. 11               \+   Eqn. 12                        **}** =   **QGIF**
  Eqn. 1   **{**   **Bursting-QGIF** (Eqs. 4--7)   \+   Eqs. 9--10        \+   Eqn. 11               \+   Eqn. 12                        **}** =   **Bursting-QGIF**
  Eqn. 1   **{**   **FHN** (Eqn. 2)                \+   Eqs. 9--10        \+   Eqn. 11               \+   Eqn. 12                        **}** =   **FHN**
